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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

This deliverable describes progress in Work Package 5 “Content Consumption”, to support cross-platform 

media consumption with the Hyper360 player by the audience. It expands on D5.1 with concrete examples 

and implementations on multiple platforms from IOS native code to Windows Desktop, Apple's MacOSX, and 

VR platforms, such as HTC Vive. Preliminary demonstration results using HTML5/WebGL as well as HbbTV 

and AppleTV for the set-top-box market are also presented. KPIs related to this part of the project show that 

progress is well on track, meeting all expected requirements. Furthermore, all elements described within this 

document were demonstrated during a live, interactive session as part of the first Project Review in Milan on 

Jan 16, 2019 and have also been made available via downloadable links to allow for application testing. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

The Hyper360 project aims to develop novel user 360o experiences and accompanying tool sets by combining 

high quality professional 360o capture workflow, with integrated add-on elements, including 3D mentor 

integration, unified hotspot architecture and cross-platform delivery to mention a few.  Within this 

framework, WP5 focuses on “Content Consumption” involving the development of multiple player solutions.  

In this document, we summarize the first set of available Apps, their features and their development.  

During the first phase of the project the consortium focused on multiple aspects of content delivery that 

involve various software development platforms (IOS XCode native, Android, C++ and C#, Unity3D, etc.) 

which exhibit different performance, optimization and overhead characteristics, in addition to varying UX/UI 

experiences. Therefore, they can be completely different on each specific platform due to technical 

limitations and content consumption habits of the end-users (viewers). Following up on the initial results 

reported in D5.1 “Preliminary Player Technology”, this document expands on those results and describes in 

more detail the core features of the content consumption architecture. 

We start our discussion by reviewing the overall control architecture implementation, followed by a detailed 

description of experiences gained from the first App release on IOS platform, Windows Desktop, Mac OSX, 

Android and HTC Vive. We expand on details for the IOS player as well as 3D spatial audio development and 

present initial experiments on HTML5/WebGL, HbbTV and finally AppleTV.  

2. INNOVATION VALUE CHAIN  

The Hyper360 unified player solution (OmniPlay - first release) is a suite of cross-platform application 

prototypes implemented on different platforms while adhering to the specific characteristics and 

requirements of those platforms. Each of these Apps is based on a set of services offered by the underlying 

operating system, where both HW performance, SW limitations on video playback and device User 

Interaction possibilities need to be considered separately for each case. While IOS and HbbTV clearly offer 

different viewer experiences, the Hyper360 player suite follows a unified control architecture to remove 

these implementation details at the Authoring Tool level and result in publishable control files affecting the 

flow and interaction patterns as depicted in Figure 1. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 1 OmniPlayer Control architecture and levels 

Level#1 is responsible for overall program control and experience flow. Each node (also called track) typically 

refers to a single 360o or flat video and captures the specific implementation requirements for that scene. An 
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example is presented below, a detailed description can be found in D5.1 Appendix. 

<track controls="1">  

 <title>Uwe</title> 

 <flat>1</flat> 

         <icon>Icon_Uwe.jpg</icon> 

         <mp4>02_Uwe.mp4</mp4>  

 <projection>equirectangular</projection>  <!-- equirectangular (default), cubic, non-Uniform Cubic, multiCamera, etc. --> 

 <mode>2D</mode> <!-- 2D or Monoscopic (default), Stereoscopic --> 

 <metadata>hotspotData.xml</metadata>  

 <followedBy>2</followedBy> <!-- menu, loop,  next, trackID, trackName, etc. --> 

</track> 
Figure 2 XML fragment – track controls 

 

Level#2 is captured by the <metadata> files encoding hotspots and their behaviours over time within a single 

360o video (called <content>). Hotspots are implemented as “click tracks” or “panels” overlaid on the spherical 

video in 3D space. As the viewer turns around some of these elements come in to the field of view, while 

others leave. These 3D elements may be static or change their position over time (<frame>) to follow the 

movement of elements in the video or act as animated visual feedback to the users.   This movement is 

captured in the form of key frames at specific time in the video and interpolated between keyframes during 

playback. Apart from rotation data (in YPR - yaw, pitch, roll info in spherical space), they also store scale, 

visibility and most importantly <label> information. Labels can also change over time, allowing the same 

tracked hotspot to be connected to various different visual and interaction elements as the story within the 

scene evolves or changes by adaptation. Multiple tracks describe multiple hotspots. Interaction is governed 

by either video events (e.g. end of the video is reached) or by the viewer interacting with the panel elements 

explicitly (such as clicking) or implicitly (e.g. by looking at them for a given amount of time).  How hotspots 

actually appear or what they do is governed by the next level.  

<content> 

  <clicktracks> 

    <track> 

      <frame time="0.00"> 

        <label>panel_000</label> 

        <active>1</active> 

        <rotation x="0.0" y="0.0" roll="0" /> 

        <scale x="1.1498971" y="1.1366844" /> 

      </frame> 

    </track> 

  </clicktracks> 

</content> 

Figure 3 XML fragment – content 

 

 

Level#3 connect hotspots to visual elements, user interaction and flow control via the <label> mechanism.  

They are called <callouts>, a terminology referring to the original meaning of hotspots, i.e information being 

displayed when they are clicked. Each callout is mapped onto a unique label and governs how it is displayed 

and what happens when the user interacts with it. They can be visible (called “logos”) where an image or 

shape is overlaid for the viewers to see, or they can be invisible allowing the system to track what elements 

are being looked ate and/or visited. Depending on how a callout is configured, the user may interact with it 

differently. For visible elements, the editor can define what visual effects need to be displayed (e.g. fade-in, 

spin around, etc. with a controlled <duration>) and how it can be interacted with (by clicking or looking at it 

for a specific time in VR mode, as an example). When any of these user actions are detected, a <trigger> 

mechanism sets the time-window when it will be executed, and what the <command> will be then. For simple 

cases, this could be an image or web link displayed (<href>) with a short additional title info (<plaintext>) and 
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a longer description appearing (<htmltext>). The title info is also used to select elements the user may want 

to look at (tooltips on mouse hover, or turning the virtual camera towards a specific label in the scene). 

Finally, a series of <tags> are also defined as a comma separated set of strings referring to the object 

categories used by the dynamic adaptation mechanisms. Apart from representing simple visual elements in 

the scene, hotspots maybe used to control the flow by leading to another video track (360o or flat/2D), as 

well as anchor more complex player features, such as the placement of the 3D Mentor, or adding spatial 

audio sources that move around as the viewer turns his or her head.  

 <callouts> 

  <callout label="panel_000" image="\RBB_CrimeScene\Hyper360.png" logo="0" duration="5" href="3_klein.jpg"> 

    <type>Plain</type> <!-- Plain (default) Circle, Triangle, Video, Custom, etc. --> 

    <shape>Rectangle</shape> 

    <color>#FFFFFFFF</color> 

    <effect>None</effect> <!-- None (default), Fade-In/Out, Blink, Spin, etc. --> 

    <effectduration>0.0</effectduration> 

    <plaintext>Shoe print (Photo)</plaintext> 

    <action>LookAt</action> 

    <trigger>10.0</trigger> 

    <command>play</command> 

    <tags> </tags> 

    <htmltext> Photo of some elements in the crime scene </htmltext> 

  </callout> 

Figure 4 XML fragment – callouts 

 

In the current implementation, these three levels are offered in the form of XML & JSON files, with a need to 

sometimes transcribe the information due to platform-specific differences as described later. The files 

themselves are stored on a Cloud Service (Amazon AWS, Rest-API, and web-servers) in order to dynamically 

load content and playback instructions based on user interaction in a specific session.  

Please note, that all of the above details are captured at the level of the Hyper360 Editorial Suite, called 

Annotation Tool and Omniconnect v2.0 running as a web platform and in the form of a desktop application.  

OmniConnect’s manual hotspot editing and tracking features (keyframe insertion) are complemented with a 

set of fully automated tools for tracking, object detection and camera path generation. Once the above 

mentioned control files are finalized the publication process upload them in the production cloud area, where 

each player can access them during playback. However, it is important to note that there are a number of 

cross platform issues, that has to be dealt with separately. We started a preliminary analysis of the major 

streaming-service solutions offered by the market without neglecting the possibility to use an open source 

streaming server tool. For the moment AWS S3 seems to be an ideal, scalable choice to serve the IOS, Android 

and WebPlayer Apps ensuring a fast access to the videos and XML structures where needed. 

An additional set of limitations on cross-platform playback is related to the User Experience (UX) and User 

Interface (UI) design. A simple example of that would be hotspot sizes that need to be scaled differently when 

viewed on a mobile device, vs. on a Desktop Application, but also, they require fundamentally different 

strategies and control mechanisms for HbbTV or VR Headsets. Therefore, in the current implementations, on 

each platform we also experimented with various user interface options to be able gather feedback for the 

final interfaces. These involve list-based track management (IOS), Look-At icons (Android/Desktop), 

dedicated on-screen buttons (HbbTV), smart TV controllers (Apple TV), Pointer devices (HTC Vive VR 

headset). 

In the following sections, we describe the implementation and particular characteristics for each of the 

currently available platforms, namely mobile IOS, Android, Desktop, Web, HbbTV and set-top-box and VR 

devices, as well as additional experimental work related to advanced features, such as 3D stereoscopic video 

and 3D spatial audio. 
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2.1 IOS XCODE MOBILE PLAYER FOR APPLE DEVICES 

The first version of the Hyper360 mobile player was developed in IOS native Xcode environment to be able 

to optimize performance and experiment with a set of advanced features. The first release was made 

available on the App Store on Nov 11, 2018 and published on the website as a Test Flight link 

(https://testflight.apple.com/join/xoPWqCNU). Test flight is a publicly available link allowing anybody to 

download the App on their Apple Device for testing purposes while collecting crash data and feedback from 

testers.  

Following the initial Test Flight release, the App was also pushed for publication in the App Store in order to 

gather feedback on Apple Policies. As expected, it did not pass the first review (which is typical for most IOS 

Apps), Apple requiring a number of changes being made. Below, we briefly summarize this feedback as it 

raises some key elements in our planned publication model, at least for this platform. 

Apple: Performance - App Completeness: Your app or its metadata does not appear to include final content. 
Specifically, your app’s description does not describe app’s features and functionalities. We discovered one 
or more bugs in your app when reviewed on iPad running iOS 12.1 on Wi-Fi.- Not able to see any content on 
each of the options available. The loading indictor spins indefinitely after selecting some of the items 
available.   
Hyper360 Answer:  This is due to the App being design as fully configurable from the server. In Figure 5, 

below we demonstrate the Settings available for the Hyper360 App. The main content is defined in a source 

bucket. When left empty, it refers to a default location (“hyper360Content”) on our Amazon S3 AWS server, 

but for each Hyper360 End-User (RBB and Mediaset in this case) this allows us to set up specific cloud access 

with completely different look and feel and started directly from their website via a mechanism called “deep 

linking”. To maintain this flexibility, the App is practically empty when installed and downloads the visual 

elements as well as track lists in the form of an Apple specific file format, called “plist” (see 2.1.1 Source 

Materials and Control Structures). When access is limited or not available, this may result in the above 

problems, but to overcome this issue (at least on Apple's platform) we would need to embed with the original 

App some demo content and playback features so it can start working without any Internet connection. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 5 IOS native Apple player Photo /Screenshot of App Settings (above) and Amazon S3 

Cloud space (below). 

Apple:  Information Needed: 

- What is the purpose of your app? 
- Who is your target audience? 
- What are all of the features that the app contains? 
- Is this app only for internal use? 

https://testflight.apple.com/join/xoPWqCNU
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- What is the relationship between the developer and the company? 
- In which country will this app be distributed? 
- Who are the intended users of the service provided? 
- Does your app access any paid content or services? 
- What are the paid content or services, and what are the costs? 
- Do individual customers pay for the content or services? 
- If no, does a company or organization pay for the content or services? 
- Where do they pay, and what's the payment method? 
- If users create an account to use your app, are there fees involved? 
- Does your app require a piece of hardware to function?  
- What features of your app require background Bluetooth- central? Where the usage can be found in your 
binary 
- What features of your app require background Bluetooth- location? Where the usage can be found in your 
binary  
 

Hyper360 Answer:  Most of these questions are fundamental for the consortium to answer even at this early 

stage of publication (apart from a few, that are technical in nature, like Bluetooth used for advanced features 

like App remote control, triggering tracks based on the spatial location of beacons designed for a new genre 

of spatially interactive experiences) 

Apple:  Performance - Accurate Metadata 

We noticed that your screenshots do not sufficiently reflect your app in use. Specifically, your 5.5-inch iPhone 
screenshots do not display the actual app in use.  

 

Hyper360 Answer:  This is a publication issue, we need to collect screen shots on all devices. 

Apple:  Design - Minimum Functionality 

Your app did not include sufficient content in the binary for the app to function at launch, and we were 
required to download or unpack additional resources before we could use it.  

In addition, we were required to download or unpack additional resources to continue using your app; 
however, the size of the download was not disclosed, and we were not prompted to choose to download 
additional resources. If your app requires additional resources, you must disclose the size of the download 
and prompt users before doing so.  

Hyper360 Answer:  This is practically the same issue already discussed above in relation to Figure 5. 

Having discussed the results of the first submission, we decided to put the second release on Test Flight, as 

a means to easily distribute and test the core functionalities of the IOS player, while continued the 

development and adding new features up to the end of M16. In this second released version of the software 

we included a set of additional 360o video formats needed either because it is directly supported by the 

Insta360 Pro camera (e.g. regular cubic output), and experimental (non-uniform cubic for optimized image 

quality) or specific tools for 3D stereoscopic video playback (both 360o and regular flat/2D). This release was 

made available at the end of January 2019. 

2.1.1 SOURCE MATERIALS AND CONTROL STRUCTURES 
For the IOS platform demonstrations we used original footage recorded by RBB (Studio Tour) and Mediaset 

(University of Catholica). The end-users were provided a detailed description of the scenarios, hotspot 

locations and the requested interaction with those elements in the scene. These elements were annotated 
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with the help of Hyper360 tools developed resulting in a set of files capturing hot-spot data and metadata in 

JSON and XML formats.  

For the IOS platform, however, the control structures had to be updated as Apple supports primarily a file 

format, called plists. Plists are similar to XML as they capture nodes and tags to store values associated with 

variables.  Upon start-up the application looks for a file named feeds.plist in the specified bucket on the 

Amazon Cloud server (see details above). This file encodes all information captured by the program tracks as 

well as navigation maps, video formats, etc. The Plist file controlling the demonstration described in D5.1 

“Preliminary PlayerTechnology” and also successfully showcased live at the project review in Milan (Jan 16, 

2019) may be found in the Appendix. 

The specific sections related to the global setup (in reference to Apple's requirement discussed above) 

comprise 3 images showing the Frame around the menu, a Logo image (e.g. Hyper360) and a Publisher image 

(e.g. RBB or Mediaset). If not defined or not available, these will not be shown and the screen remains empty.    

 <!--  GENERAL SETUP --> 
 <key>Frame</key> 
 <string>Hyper360_Logos_Start.png</string> 
 <key>Logo</key> 
 <string>Hyper360_LogoWide.png</string> 
 <key>Publisher</key> 
 <string>Hyper360_Empty.png</string 

Figure 6 XML fragment – GENERAL SETUP 

 

The Menu list of tracks is also populated from this single file defined as an <array> of <dictionary> and 

associated <keys> and values <string> etc.  Each track has a Title, Description and a Thumbnail to control how 

it shows up in the list. Depending on the HW that the App is running on, it is possible to define a high 

resolution (4K) and a low-resolution (HD) video link independently.  For scenes with independent audio tracks 

(ambient playback), a separate mp3 file can also be defined. Additional elements control the field of view of 

the virtual camera when starting the video <FOV>, or what happens when the video reaches its end 

<followedby> or simply modify the <aspect ratio>, screen <OffsetX> <OffsetY>, and even playback rates <fps> (both 

mostly used for Flat mode and audio synchronization). 

For advanced track management one can set <autodownload> tracks that require all tracks made available prior 

to starting an experience. As an example, when playing a 2D video from a 360o environment, the system will 

switch back to the main menu and wait until the track is loaded before it can start playing it. This would 

interrupt the viewer's experience. Tracks can later be deleted from the UI if not needed and downloaded 

again to save space and resources.  

<key>Feeds</key> 
 <array> 
  <!--RBB STUDIO TOUR / TRACK #0 -->   
  <dict> 
   <key>Title</key> 
   <string>*** RBB STUDIO TOUR</string> 
   <key>Description</key> 
   <string>Interactive Demo</string>    
   <key>Thumbnail</key> 
   <string>Hyper360.png</string> 
   <key>Audio</key> 
   <string></string> 
   <key>AudioSeparated</key> 
   <false/> 
   <key>Url</key> 
   <string>Hyper360.m3u8</string> 
   <key>Video</key> 
   <string>Hyper360.mp4</string> 
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   <key>VideoLength</key> 
   <string>1</string> 
   <key>AutoDownload</key> 
   <false/> 
   <key>followedBy</key> 
   <string>loop</string> 
   <key>fps</key> 
   <string>25</string> 
   <key>Frame</key> 
   <string>Hyper360_Empty.png</string> 
   <key>AspectRatio</key> 
   <string>0.55</string> 
   <key>Content</key> 
   <string></string> 
   <key>FOV</key> 
   <integer>93</integer> 
   <key>Header</key> 
   <string>HYPER360</string> 
   <key>Mode</key> 
   <string>1Cam</string> 
   <key>OffsetX</key> 
   <string>0</string> 
   <key>OffsetY</key> 
   <string>0</string> 
   <key>followedBy</key> 
   <string>loop</string> 
  </dict>   

Figure 7 XML fragment – TRACK 
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A similar array structure within the track description can also be used to define interactive maps as <overlays>. 

In the example below, 4 scenes within the RBB Studio are connected, describing essentially a background 

map with   buttons defined as a <frame> area and string the VideoID in the <command> field. 

  <key>Overlays</key> 
   <array> 
    <dict> 
     <key>title</key> 
     <string>POC</string> 
     <key>frame</key> 
     <string>110:590:60:30</string> 
     <key>command</key> 
     <string>1</string> 
    </dict> 
    <dict> 
     <key>title</key> 
     <string>Radio</string> 
     <key>frame</key> 
     <string>40:600:60:30</string> 
     <key>command</key> 
     <string>2</string> 
    </dict> 
    <dict> 
     <key>title</key> 
     <string>ZIBB</string> 
     <key>frame</key> 
     <string>120:630:60:30</string> 
     <key>command</key> 
     <string>3</string> 
    </dict>  
    <dict> 
     <key>title</key> 
     <string>Fritz</string> 
     <key>frame</key> 
     <string>40:650:60:30</string> 
     <key>command</key> 
     <string>4</string> 
    </dict> 
   </array> 

Figure 8 XML fragment – Overlays 

 

This plist structure can be easily and dynamically extended as new player features become necessary and 

available. In the following sections, we briefly enlist and describe the core features of the two subsequent 

releases highlighting the major achievements. 

2.1.2 CORE FEATURES – RELEASE 1.0 
The first release (November 2018 - M13) of the IOS player had a set of advanced features as described in the 

followings: 

- Configuration from remote Cloud Server: As described above, the player gets all visual elements and track 

lists from a central server location as defined in the IOS Settings. These settings (including server location, 

main directory “bucket” and logging server address) can completely reshape the look and feel of the 

application as required by a specific end-user organization. 

- Deep Linking:  A specially formatted string similar to http:// but defined as “hyper360://” or “rbb360://” or 

“mediaset360://”, etc. is embedded in the company's web page. When this link is selected from a browser 

on an IOS device, it will recognize this special instruction go to the installation page for the Hyper360 App or 

when already installed it allows for the dynamic configuration of the server, bucket and tracking data.    
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- Track and Download management:  Video tracks are downloaded dynamically and on-demand either by the 

viewer selecting them or by enabling automatic download mode on start-up.   

- Video Chunk support:  Video files are defined via m3u8-type descriptors as a sequence of video chunks 

allowing for optimized download and storage for long videos and combining multiple video elements seen as 

a sequence freely. 

- Dynamic Hotspots for Callouts and flow control:  Hotspots (or panels) can be used to define areas of interest 

in the scene and appear either interactive elements as visible Logo images with labels the viewer can refer 

to, or as invisible areas for user activity control. These labels appear when the viewer looks at the object and 

can be clicked to show callout text/images, direct to a web link or simply play another linked video. 

- Multiple Video formats: The player supports 360o equirectangular videos and flat/2D videos as required by 

the end-users’ specifications. 

- Support for HD and 4K videos independently:  Users can specify high performance and lower resolution 

video files in parallel, one of which is selected in run time based on the device performance where the App 

is running. 

- Embedded and Ambient audio Tracks:  Audio can be independently defined for ambient music and 

background tracks in MP3 format. 

- Playback Rate Control (fps): Video playback rate may be modified or forced for the purposes of 

synchronization with external audio. 

- Overlays and Map Navigation:  A navigation map in the form of an image maybe created as a Canvas 

element overlaid on top of the 360o video with additional buttons triggering individual tracks. 

- VR and 360Multimedia Modes:  In default mode, the player act as a 360o player with gyroscopic and touch-

based control. In virtual reality (VR) mode, separate images are rendered for both eyes and user interaction 

changes from click-based control to gesture-based control. 

- Gesture Control: In VR mode the player recognizes certain motion patterns, such as a flip gesture as an 

example, to replace click- and touch-based events. 

- Bluetooth remote control: Bluetooth maybe used to control the player remotely. 

- Location filtering with Bluetooth Beacons:  Tracks can be defined to be activated at the presence of 

Bluetooth beacons. The list of available tracks is dynamically filtered in real-time based on this information 

laying the foundation for spatially interactive experiences. 

- User Activity logging:   User interaction is logged by detecting which panels the Viewer is looking at and in 

what context. Specifically, the system stores time-stamped information on Field of View (FOV) of the virtual 

camera (i.e. zoom in/out) and the yaw, pitch, roll parameters in the context of which track is being played, 

and what callout is triggered. Refer to Table 1.   When the Track URL field in Figure 5 is left empty, logging is 

disabled. If a string is specified, it will be used to store this information locally in a file, starting with the name 

given and an additional time-stamp added.  If an http link is given with a specific PHP script on the server 

side, the player will directly send the above data for recording on the server. This feature serves as the 

technical foundation for adaptation mechanisms to be implemented in future releases. 
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Table 1 IOS Logging feature, example of recorded information 

2.1.3 CORE FEATURES – RELEASE 2.0 
The second release (January 2019 - M16) of the IOS player expanded on the initial implementation and added 
a few more functionalities to make the platform more generic and widely usable as described in the 
followings: 

- Extended Video formats: The default 360o equirectangular video format was extended to support cubic 
mapped video, which is directly supported by the Insta360 Pro camera and also offer better image utilization 
and ultimately better image quality.  This cubic mode extension also demanded some additional parameters 
in the feeds.plist file to control UV mapping on the virtual cube and being able to edit in on the device itself. 

 <key>UV</key> 
  <string>0.505000,0.996000,0.507000,0.999000,0.506000,1.000000,0.002000,0.499000,0.002000,0.499000,0.002000, 
  0.497000,0.506000,0.996000,0.003000,0.987000,0.001000,0.499000,0.501000,0.999000,0.001000, 
  0.499000,0.001000,0.999000,0.020000,1.990000,0.010000,1.990000</string> 
 <key>UVEditor</key> 
 <string>true</string> 

Figure 9 XML fragment – UV 

 

- Multiple mixed 360 modes: For non-VR usage on handheld devices, a HD resolution video is suitable for 
many applications. Therefore, the 4K playback capability opens up the possibility to deliver up to a maximum 
of four (4) videos simultaneously. Using UV mapping techniques to select and stretch only a portion of the 
video image onto the sphere or cube in run-time allows for perfectly synchronized and instantly switchable 
content without any additional wait for downloading another track. We have developed and successfully 
experimented with multiple formats to combine 2 and 3 360o panoramic videos in a single file and also 
developed adaptive cubic representations where less important regions of the image (such as the top and 
bottom views) maybe scaled to use lower resolution.  

- 3D stereoscopic video: As an extension of 360o regular videos and to be able to play Stereoscopic 
equirectangular content as provided by the Insta360 Pro, the IOS player can now be configured to use this 
format. Again, the 3D mode brought with it some additional fields in the plist file to control the eye distance/ 
separation effecting the stereoscopic view, as well as the need to create 3D render modes for Flat videos as 
well. 

 

time view yaw roll pitch track

0.1 0 93 0 0 0 RBB_Scene4.mp4

0.1 0 93 0 0 1 RBB_Scene4.mp4

0.2 0 93 0 0 0 RBB_Scene4.mp4

0.2 0 93 1 0 0 RBB_Scene4.mp4

0.3 0 93 5 -1 1 RBB_Scene4.mp4

0.3 0 93 35 -3 2 RBB_Scene4.mp4

0.4 0 93 61 -7 2 RBB_Scene4.mp4

0.4 0 93 61 -8 2 RBB_Scene4.mp4

0.5 0 93 61 -7 2 RBB_Scene4.mp4

0.7 0 93 62 -8 1 RBB_Scene4.mp4

0.9 0 93 61 -7 2 RBB_Scene4.mp4

1 0 93 58 -6 2 RBB_Scene4.mp4

1.2 0 93 58 -6 2 RBB_Scene4.mp4

1.4 0 93 58 -6 1 RBB_Scene4.mp4

1.6 0 93 53 -4 -1 RBB_Scene4.mp4

1.7 0 93 50 -1 -1 RBB_Scene4.mp4

1.9 0 93 48 0 1 RBB_Scene4.mp4

2 0 93 48 0 1 RBB_Scene4.mp4

2.2 0 93 49 0 0 RBB_Scene4.mp4

2.4 0 93 50 -1 2 RBB_Scene4.mp4

2.5 0 93 50 -1 1 RBB_Scene4.mp4 menu

fov callout

Leoniden_360

Leoniden_360

Leoniden_360

Leoniden_360

Leoniden_360

Leoniden_360
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  <key>EyeDistance</key> 
 <string>0.0</string> 

Figure 10 XML fragment – EyeDistance 

 

- MultiCamera Support: As part of the multi-view extension of the OmniCap, the IOS player can deliver and 
switch from one camera instantly to another using new multi-view mode.  

- Camera track and locks: To maintain creative and editorial control over which elements of a story the viewer 
must watch camera tracks and locks were introduced, which effectively turn the centre of the image to the 
required location on the sphere and may also block camera movement (head gyro or touch-based) for a 
while.  The *.cam formatted XML file, added to the plist structure, contains a time stamp in seconds <cut> 
with yaw, pitch parameters and a flag to block or unblock the camera motion as shown below: 

 <?xml version="1.0" encoding="utf-8" ?> 
 <camera> 
  <cut at="10" block="1"/> 
  <cut at="100" yaw="0" pitch="0" block="0"/> 
 </camera> 

Figure 11 XML fragment – Camera 
 

- Titles: To support multiple languages as well as to create an easy mechanism to overlay text on the 360o 
context, we introduced a simple title mechanism where content creators can now use Titles, Subtitles and 
Supertitles.  

- Location filtering with GPS: Finally, the original location-based experience concept that filtered available 
video track list using Bluetooth beacon information was extended to larger scales via GPS data, where 
coordinates can enable or disable certain videos as the viewer walks or travels around a geographic area.  

The IOS Native player was successfully demonstrated live at the Hyper360 Review in Milan (Jan 16, 2019). 
Having discussed its core features and use, we now turn our attention to other platforms, where we not only 
implemented the same type of control flow but also rather designed a completely different UX/UI with a 
look-based interaction approach more suitable for VR applications. 
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2.2 DESKTOP PLAYER (WINDOWS AND MAC OSX) 

Starting with the Windows player prototype and demonstrations, we have used RBB's Crime Scene Pilot 
footage and instructions on where to place hot spots and how to control the interaction flow (Figure 12).  
The first implementation was based on the Unity3D 360o video playback code extracted from the OmniCap 
v2.0 software module (Figure 13) and extended with specific interactive features and XML 
program/track/callout management.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 12 Screenshot from the Desktop Windows application (Flat view) showcasing RBB's Crime 

scene footage with interactive hotspots. 

Unity3D was also selected as the primary choice for our future code base to build up a cross-platform player. 
Today, there are two (2) competing high-end graphics engines (Unity3D and Unreal Engine) that have quickly 
become the “de facto” standard in VR productions. While Unreal offers a more artist friendly visual approach 
to create compelling Apps, Unity demonstrates an extremely rapid development cycle and a set of core 
advanced features. Both can deliver all functionality the Hyper360 project requires, thus our decision was 
based not only on technical merits, but rather on licensing issues. Unity is an expensive development 
environment with a yearly license fee, but all content produced with it belongs to the creator. On the other 
hand, Unreal is a free development environment, with a percentage stake they take from the finished 
product. For the Hyper360 Consortium this latter model seemed unacceptably complicate the IP landscape 
and therefore Unity3D became the only viable option to deliver cross-platform players. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 13 Desktop 360 Video player as part of the OMNICAP software module. 
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Figure 14 Hyper360 Desktop Player shown in the Unity3D Developer environment. 

Figures 14 demonstrates the Hyper360 Desktop player in the developer environment. The 360o video and 
the hotspots corresponding to the scene are shown on the left from an outside view, while the virtual 
camera's output (what the viewer sees) is on the right. The red and green dots indicate hotspots for the scene 
as defined by RBB in the specifications. Red dots lead to other 360o videos; green dots indicate flat (2D) 
videos.  In flat mode, the sphere is replaced with a rectangle and the head motion (as well as touch-based 
rotation) is blocked resulting in a view taking up the whole image. There are a number of “invisible” hotspots 
in the scene upon clicking the user can display a callout as shown in Figure 15.  For easier content 
development, debug messages are shown on the top of the screen indicating the name of the video file being 
played which hotspot panel the camera looking at and/or what callout the mouse is over. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 15 Displaying an Image Callout in the Hyper360 Windows player upon clicking on an 

invisible 'cue'. 

To use the application End-Users first need to download the executable files from the following link, extract 

it in a local folder and run the Hyper360Player_Windows.exe file. 

https://s3.eu-central-1.amazonaws.com/hyper360/Hyper360_OMNIPLAY_v01_Windows_Jan2019.zip   

https://s3.eu-central-1.amazonaws.com/hyper360/Hyper360_OMNIPLAY_v01_Windows_Jan2019.zip
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360o video files, images and visual elements can be found and freely modified in the following directory:    
yourpath\Hyper360Player_Windows_Data\StreamingAssets\Hyper360Videos  

When the program starts up it displays 4 buttons with images on them to select the scene being played 
(Figure 16) To start a scene, move the mouse over the image, it will turn green and fade out during a preset 
3 seconds before starting to play. If the video is not available, the button will turn red indicating error. Please 
note, that in order to save storage space in the first release, only the No #2 button is programmed (Crime 
scene). For each of these scenes the system will play the program file called [buttonID]_program.xml. So for 
Scene #2 it will automatically execute 02_program.xml that can be found in the above referenced directory. 
End-Users may change this according to their specific requirements, add new hotspots, interaction modalities 
and scene elements as needed. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 16 Hyper360 Windows player Main menu (Scene selection). 

In addition to the implementation of core features expected from the first player release, we also conducted 
experimental development in the field of 3D/Spatial audio to be included in subsequent releases.  Figure 17 
explains the basic principles of how this can be achieved. The viewer's head is located in the centre of the 
audio and video sphere defining a coordinate system. Three planes within this field, called frontal, sagittal 
and horizontal planes, bear special significance because they separate left-right, top-down segments. In order 
to create any type of spatial effect, individual audio sources are placed in this reference framework and their 
effect added up in real time by either manipulation the individual volumes of these channels, or computing 
the actual spatial sum of the audio waves reaching the head.  

 

 

Figure 17 Spatial audio principles - Reference system (left). Summing acoustic waves / horizontal 

plane (right). 
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In order to create a sense of directional hearing the system needs to mimic the time difference the same 
audio signal reaches the left and right ears, e.g. from source A in Figure 17. This is called interaural hearing 
(as opposed to monoaural hearing that cannot distinguish the direction), which is an evolutionary advantage 
and is based on the phase& time differences (ITD) and the acoustic pressure of the signals arriving (IID). 
Without going into further details, there are a number of physical (wave propagation) and psychoacoustic 
(HRTF -head related transfer functions, directional hearing, role of bones) parameters how these audio 
sources and their relative directions are perceived, when the head moves. For the Hyper360 Player we 
decided to implement 3 approximations of these acoustic field as discussed next: 

1. Directionally Weighted Stereo Signal 

The first method adjusts the left and right volumes of a standard stereo signal with respect the head and a 
target position. Here the reference coordinate system is the head located at the centre of the viewing sphere 
and a hotspot panel specified in YPR spherical coordinates. The direction of viewing is defined as a vector in 
this space dividing the Frontal plane into left and right segments. When the viewer is looking straight at the 
hotpot, the left and right stereo channels are equally balanced. When the audio source attached to the 
hotspot panel is shifted to the left or right from the viewer, the corresponding signals are amplified (while 
the opposite one lowered) accordingly. This creates the overall effect of being able to turn towards a source 
and hear it. 

2. Four Channel Spatial Audio  

For more complex spatial audio the currently emerging standard in the VR field also used by FaceBook1 and 
YouTube2. It is a complex audio production end-to-end pipeline3  that allows sound designers to drop in audio 
sources, position and sync to scene elements and render to a single spatial audio file that can be played back 
on 360 video and VR platforms. 

This format is also natively supported by the Insta360 Pro4 cameras the consortium is using for the test 
productions. The camera itself has four built-in microphones or the end-users can connect an external 
microphone. Unfortunately, the cameras own recording quality is not always suitable for professional audio 
productions, but it is improving constantly with firmware updates that, as an example, shut down the cooling 
system while recording to eliminate noise and with better post-processing of the raw audio signals.  Initial 
integration tests of this audio format were carried out successfully during the reporting period; it will be 
included in subsequent updates to the current release as required by end-users. 

3. Real-Time Complex Spatial Audio  

Perhaps the most complex construction of a dynamically changing acoustic field is based on real-time 
calculations that sum up the effect of individual audio sources reaching the viewer's head at the left and right 
ears, respectively by approximating the physical wave propagation characteristics involved. During the 
reporting period, we have implemented a number of initial test in the Unity3D engine attaching audio 
fragments (mp3 files) to the hotspot panels in the scene playing the role of sources and computing the 
directional results at the centre. We have successful demonstrated that this method could be used to 
represent complex sound fields and create the overall effect wanted for the Hyper360 player. The current 

                                                           
1  https://www.facebook.com/facebookmedia/blog/introducing-spatial-audio-for-360-videos-on-facebook  

2  https://support.google.com/youtube/answer/6395969?hl=en  

3  https://facebookincubator.github.io/facebook-360-spatial-workstation/KB/SpatialWorkstationWorkflow.html  

4  https://www.insta360.com/product/insta360-pro/  

https://www.facebook.com/facebookmedia/blog/introducing-spatial-audio-for-360-videos-on-facebook
https://support.google.com/youtube/answer/6395969?hl=en
https://facebookincubator.github.io/facebook-360-spatial-workstation/KB/SpatialWorkstationWorkflow.html
https://www.insta360.com/product/insta360-pro/
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solution is based on the idea behind DirectX5 implementation, thus performance optimization, 
synchronization of the video content with multiple audio channels, and most importantly, cross-platform 
testing (IOS supports OpenGL graphics interface) remains a task ahead. We are planning to add this feature 
in subsequent releases and demonstrate its applicability on a test production.  

The Hyper360 Windows player can accept as input 360 video files or streamed content via a media 
distribution server, such as Wowza6 and Adobe7. We have successfully used this feature to test and 
demonstrate to potential clients the initial operation of the player in streaming mode on one of the OmniCap 
test productions (Rally Test Dec 28, 2019 - Time 0:58-1:01 Desktop, Time 1:01-1:03 Android. This video was 
also demonstrated at the Project Review in Milan on Jan 16, 2019)   

 https://s3.eu-central-1.amazonaws.com/hyper360/D32_OMNICAP_Rallye_MultiCamOnBoard360_TestProduction_DRK.mp4  

The Desktop Application was also compiled for Apple's Mac OSX but it turned out to be a major undertaking 
as the Video playback plugin we used in the Windows version was not compatible with the Operating 
System's services. The current Alpha release, shown in Figure 18  can be downloaded from the following link, 
but it still has some occasional stability problems we expect to correct in subsequent updates. 

https://s3.eu-central-1.amazonaws.com/hyper360/Hyper360_OMNIPLAY_v01_MacOSX_Jan2019.zip   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 18 Hyper360 Mac OSX player for Apple Desktops. 

2.3 MOBILE PLAYER - ANDROID 

The Android version of the Hype360 player is already taking advantage of Unity3D cross compilation 
possibilities, reducing development risks. In addition to the core features already introduced and 
demonstrated in the preceding sections, here we experimented with a look-based UX/UI and also added a 

                                                           
5  https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/windows/mixed-reality/spatial-sound-in-directx  

6  https://www.wowza.com/  

7  https://www.adobe.com/products/adobe-media-server-family.html  

https://s3.eu-central-1.amazonaws.com/hyper360/D32_OMNICAP_Rallye_MultiCamOnBoard360_TestProduction_DRK.mp4
https://s3.eu-central-1.amazonaws.com/hyper360/Hyper360_OMNIPLAY_v01_MacOSX_Jan2019.zip
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/windows/mixed-reality/spatial-sound-in-directx
https://www.wowza.com/
https://www.adobe.com/products/adobe-media-server-family.html
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new, more detailed (in comparison to the IOS version) logging feature in anticipation of future content 
production needs. 

In order to make the player mobile VR-ready, we integrated Google's VR8 component and services controlling 
head movement via the gyro sensors of the device. This allows the player to accommodate various screen 
sizes and low-cost googles into which viewers can place their smart phone and readily explore 360 
experiences. Likewise, in the IOS app, where we implemented separate camera views for the left and right 
eyes using native Xcode, this too requires making that additional step.  

The current release supports monoscopic / equirectangular 360o videos and a similar look-at-based interface 
in VR mode as described in the Windows version.  Specifically, upon starting the application, the viewer may 
turn around and look at the four menu buttons displayed to select the required content. When the camera 
looks at one of them, the viewer receives immediate feedback by changing the highlight colour of that button 
and starting a counter that gradually darkens its colour until a time out is reached, when the Scene is triggered 
and started.  Support for 3D stereoscopic videos will be implemented in the next version as required by the 
End-Users of the consortium, by using UV mapping techniques to select a portion of the video and stretch it 
on a surface in real-time changes. This method will be similar to the functionality of the IOS player but 
technically implemented rather differently by extending the single sphere model into a dual sphere, each 
containing the left and right side of the stereo imagery and enabling visibility masks/layers in the respective 
virtual cameras within Unity. 

The second key element of the Android-based VR player is user activity logging. It works on the same principal 
as the IOS version by detecting where the Viewer is looking at in any given moment (Yaw-Pitch-Roll / YPR 
rotations and Field of View / FOV camera values) and combining this information with hotspot positions in 
the scene. While in the IOS version this was carried out using bounding box inclusion functions, in Unity3D a 
RayCast mechanism is provided making it a simpler task. More specifically, the principal camera fires a ray 
into the 3D scene parallel with the viewing direction of the virtual camera and returns a list of objects this 
ray hits. Using a similar method, rays can also be fired not only from the centre of the screen, but also from 
any pixel where the user may have clicked-on the mouse's active position (for hover-type info and tool tips) 
and/or simply by touch in case of the mobile device.  One the array of objects is available, hotspot panels and 
their related content can be filtered for use in the Hyper360 player. 

The logging mechanism itself stores this information both on the device and can send live data to a server 
for logging there. The on-device storage uses a dedicated interaction database (as opposed to the IOS version 
which uses a log file accessible via file sharing). This interaction database is using an SQLite9 interface the 
data file stored in a file, called “InteractionLog.db” within the “StreamingAssets” sub-folder of the application 
and/or in the “Hyper360Video” folder (together with all other content) in the Android device root directory. 
The structure of this database is shown in Figure 19. 

Figure 19 SQLite database on Android storing high granularity user interaction data. 

The structure of the database is designed for storing the interaction record at high granularity. It is already 

                                                           
8  https://vr.google.com/  

9  https://www.sqlite.org/index.html  

https://vr.google.com/
https://www.sqlite.org/index.html
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prepared to handle multiple users, multiple cameras and an extended set of interactions.  Upon starting the 
application on the mobile phone, it also generates a unique sessionID for later analysis. 

The second method to log information on user activity is based on PHP scripts running on a web server. The 
PHP script is given below for reference. For simplicity it currently outputs session data into a server CSV file 
(Hyper360_SessionLogData.csv) but will be later extended to insert records into an SQL database via a Rest-
API of the OmniCloud module, as required.  

<?php 

 header ("Content-type: text/plain"); 

 header ("Expires: Mon, 26 Jul 1997 05:00:00 GMT");    // Date in the past 

 header ("Last-Modified: " . gmdate("D, d M Y H:i:s") . " GMT");  

 header ("Cache-Control: no-cache, must-revalidate");  // HTTP/1.1 

 header ("Pragma: no-cache");                          // HTTP/1.0 

  

 //string logMessage = phpLoggerScript+"?Time="+TimeStamp+"&UserID="+UserID+"&SessionID="+SessionID+ 

 "&CameraID="+CameraID+"&Yaw="+camYAW+"&Pitch="+camPITCH+"&Roll="+camROLL+ 

 "&FOV="+camFOV+"&Object+"+objectName+"&Action"+camAction+"&Context"+context; 

 

    

 $timeStamp = $_REQUEST["Time"]; 

 $UserID = $_REQUEST["UserID"]; 

 $SessionID = $_REQUEST["SessionID"];  

 $CameraID = $_REQUEST["CameraID"];  

 $Yaw = $_REQUEST["Yaw"]; 

 $Pitch = $_REQUEST["Pitch"]; 

 $Roll = $_REQUEST["Roll"];   

 $FOV = $_REQUEST["FOV"]; 

 $Object = $_REQUEST["Object"]; 

 $Action = $_REQUEST["Action"]; 

 $Context = $_REQUEST["Context"]; 

 

 // Output to local file  

 $header = sprintf("Time , UserID , SessionID , CameraID , Yaw , Pitch , Roll , FOV , Action , Object , Context \n"); 

 $record = sprintf("%s , %s , %s , %s  , %s , %s , %s , %s , %s  , %s , %s \n",$timeStamp,$UserID,$SessionID, 

$CameraID,$Yaw,$Pitch, 

 $Roll,$FOV,$Action,$Object,$Context); 

 

 $filename= "Hyper360_SessionLogData.csv"; 

 

 if (file_exists($filename)) { 

  $fp = fopen($filename, "a"); 

  fwrite($fp, $record); 

 } else { 

  $fp = fopen($filename, "w"); 

  fwrite($fp, $header); 

  fwrite($fp, $record); 

 } 

  

    fclose($fp); 

?> 
Figure 20 PHP Script 
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A sample of the content in the Hyper360_SessionLogData.csv file is given below in Table 2 . [NOTE: This is a recorded 

debug session with the device lying on the table unmoving and using the mouse in the Unity Editor to rotate the view and generate events, thus the 
YPR values remained 0]. 

Table 2 Server-side log data from the Android player 

As it can be seen in the table, apart from user, session, track and camera data, it also stores a rich context 
explaining what action was taken on what object (scene element) and under what circumstances. 

This logging mechanism and the underlying implementation paves the way for the adaptation mechanism by 
sending an aggregated set of information via the Rest-API and receiving recommendations to show and hide 
individual panel elements according to user profile and preferences. 

The Android player was successfully demonstrated live at the Hyper360 Project Review in Milan (Jan 16, 
2019) and demonstrated with streamed content via a media distribution server as briefly showcased in the 
video referenced in the preceding section. The APK installation file may be downloaded from the link below: 

https://s3.eu-central-1.amazonaws.com/hyper360/Hyper360_OMNIPLAY_v01_Android_Jan2019.zip 

2.4 VIRTUAL REALITY PLATFORMS 

The first Virtual Reality platform we implemented in the Hyper360 player suite is making our solution run on 
the HTC Vive10. The code base here is based on the Windows Desktop player modified with specific interaction 
modules to handle the peripheries and interfaces of the particular device. In particular, this effected software 
modules involved in virtual camera rotation, pointing device for selecting menu elements and hotspots with 
a teleport interface, and of course rendering separate images for both eyes together with the 
locking/unlocking of views for flat video playback. Because the Vive tracks 6DOF User motion, we also needed 
to attach the video sphere directly to the head (parenting) and eliminate translational effects. Figure 21 

                                                           
10  https://www.vive.com/eu/  

Time  UserID  SessionID  CameraID  Yaw  Pitch  Roll  FOV  Action  Object  Context 

2019-1-12:11:9:2  Barnabas_Takacs  6542eox9ua  000   0  0  0  106  Reset   Camera  Button 

2019-1-12:11:9:4  Barnabas_Takacs  6542eox9ua  000   0  0  0  106  Start  ./Hyper360Videos/02_program.xml  Menu_Main 

2019-1-12:11:9:5  Barnabas_Takacs  6542eox9ua  000   0  0  0  106  Menu_Play   02_Uwe.mp4  TrackID:1@Title:Uwe@Flat:0 

2019-1-12:11:9:5  Barnabas_Takacs  6542eox9ua  000   0  0  0  106  LookingAt   panel_000  Start 

2019-1-12:11:9:5  Barnabas_Takacs  6542eox9ua  000   0  0  0  106  LookingAt   panel_000  Trigger@Second:10 

2019-1-12:11:9:6  Barnabas_Takacs  6542eox9ua  000   0  0  0  106  LookingAt   panel_002  Start 

2019-1-12:11:9:6  Barnabas_Takacs  6542eox9ua  000   0  0  0  106  LookingAt   panel_002  Trigger@Second:3 

2019-1-12:11:9:10  Barnabas_Takacs  6542eox9ua  000   0  0  0  106  LookingAt   panel_000  Trigger@Second:10 

2019-1-12:11:9:10  Barnabas_Takacs  6542eox9ua  000   0  0  0  106  LookingAt   panel_000  Start 

2019-1-12:11:9:12  Barnabas_Takacs  6542eox9ua  000   0  0  0  106  LookingAt   panel_001  Trigger@Second:3 

2019-1-12:11:9:12  Barnabas_Takacs  6542eox9ua  000   0  0  0  106  LookingAt   panel_001  Start 

2019-1-12:11:9:13  Barnabas_Takacs  6542eox9ua  000   0  0  0  106  LookingAt   panel_000  Start 

2019-1-12:11:9:13  Barnabas_Takacs  6542eox9ua  000   0  0  0  106  LookingAt   panel_000  Trigger@Second:10 

2019-1-12:11:9:21  Barnabas_Takacs  6542eox9ua  000   0  0  0  106  VRMode   False  Button 

2019-1-12:11:9:25  Barnabas_Takacs  6542eox9ua  000   0  0  0  106  Menu_Play   02_Spusis.mp4  TrackID:2@Title:Spusis@Flat:0 

2019-1-12:11:9:26  Barnabas_Takacs  6542eox9ua  000   0  0  0  106  LookingAt   panel_000  Stop 

2019-1-12:11:9:28  Barnabas_Takacs  6542eox9ua  000   0  0  0  106  LookingAt   panel_011  Start@Second:5 

2019-1-12:11:9:28  Barnabas_Takacs  6542eox9ua  000   0  0  0  106  LookingAt   panel_012  Start 

2019-1-12:11:9:28  Barnabas_Takacs  6542eox9ua  000   0  0  0  106  LookingAt   panel_012  Trigger@Second:5 

2019-1-12:11:9:28  Barnabas_Takacs  6542eox9ua  000   0  0  0  106  LookingAt   panel_012  Stop 

2019-1-12:11:9:35  Barnabas_Takacs  6542eox9ua  000   0  0  0  69.82941  LookingAt   panel_013  Start 

2019-1-12:11:9:35  Barnabas_Takacs  6542eox9ua  000   0  0  0  69.82941  LookingAt   panel_013  Trigger@Second:5 

2019-1-12:11:9:35  Barnabas_Takacs  6542eox9ua  000   0  0  0  68.34865  LookingAt   panel_013  Stop 

2019-1-12:11:9:35  Barnabas_Takacs  6542eox9ua  000   0  0  0  63.40114  LookingAt   panel_013  Start 

2019-1-12:11:9:35  Barnabas_Takacs  6542eox9ua  000   0  0  0  63.40114  LookingAt   panel_013  Trigger@Second:5 

2019-1-12:11:9:36  Barnabas_Takacs  6542eox9ua  000   0  0  0  59.84147  LookingAt   panel_011  Start 

2019-1-12:11:9:36  Barnabas_Takacs  6542eox9ua  000   0  0  0  59.84147  LookingAt   panel_011  Trigger@Second:5 

2019-1-12:11:9:36  Barnabas_Takacs  6542eox9ua  000   0  0  0  59.84147  LookingAt   panel_013  Trigger@Second:5 

2019-1-12:11:9:36  Barnabas_Takacs  6542eox9ua  000   0  0  0  59.84147  LookingAt   panel_013  Start 

2019-1-12:11:9:37  Barnabas_Takacs  6542eox9ua  000   0  0  0  59.84147  LookingAt   panel_011  Start 

2019-1-12:11:9:37  Barnabas_Takacs  6542eox9ua  000   0  0  0  59.84147  LookingAt   panel_011  Trigger@Second:5 

2019-1-12:11:9:38  Barnabas_Takacs  6542eox9ua  000   0  0  0  59.84147  LookingAt   panel_013  Start 

2019-1-12:11:9:38  Barnabas_Takacs  6542eox9ua  000   0  0  0  59.84147  LookingAt   panel_013  Trigger@Second:5 

2019-1-12:11:9:38  Barnabas_Takacs  6542eox9ua  000   0  0  0  59.84147  LookingAt   panel_011  Start 

2019-1-12:11:9:38  Barnabas_Takacs  6542eox9ua  000   0  0  0  59.84147  LookingAt   panel_011  Trigger@Second:5 

2019-1-12:11:9:39  Barnabas_Takacs  6542eox9ua  000   0  0  0  59.84147  LookingAt   panel_013  Start 

2019-1-12:11:9:39  Barnabas_Takacs  6542eox9ua  000   0  0  0  59.84147  LookingAt   panel_013  Trigger@Second:5 

2019-1-12:11:16:19  Barnabas_Takacs  na9ueelik1  000   0  0  0  106  Start   ./Hyper360Videos/01_program.xml  Menu_Main 

2019-1-12:11:17:23  Barnabas_Takacs  ikksen62wj  000   0  0  0  106  Start  ./Hyper360Videos/04_program.xml  Menu_Main 

2019-1-12:11:17:27  Barnabas_Takacs  ikksen62wj  000   0  0  0  106  Start  ./Hyper360Videos/02_program.xml  Menu_Main 

https://s3.eu-central-1.amazonaws.com/hyper360/Hyper360_OMNIPLAY_v01_Android_Jan2019.zip
https://www.vive.com/eu/
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demonstrates a user interacting with RBB's 360 Crime Scene Pilot content on the HTC Vive platform.  

 

Figure 21 Hyper360 HTC Vive player running on a laptop. 

A compiled executable is available for testing and may be downloaded from the link below: 

https://s3.eu-central-1.amazonaws.com/hyper360/Hyper360_OMNIPLAY_v01_HTCVive_Jan2019.zip  

Future releases of the VR Player we are planning to port our solution to run on Facebook's Oculus Rift11  and 
Oculus Go12 devices as well. 

 

2.5 WEBGL / HTML5 PLAYER DEVELOPMENT 

The first version of the Annotation Tool used to insert hotspot data and interactivity developed by the 
consortium was implemented using HTML5 and WebGL technology.  Since the editor contains a Preview 
functionality, using this module as the basis for the first implementation of the Hyper360 WebPlayer was a 
conscious decision. Since the OmniConnect will be described in detail in D6.2 “First version of Hyper360 
toolset and validation results”,  we here present its status as demonstrated during the First Review meeting 
in Milan (Jan 16, 2019).  In summary, this player makes Hyper360 content available on any modern browser. 
PC users can interact with it via Mouse & Keyboard events (mouse R/L click, double click) to drive the 360o 
video playback, while on mobile platforms it recognizes touch events (tap, pinch to zoom, etc.) Figure 22 
demonstrates the operation of this solution via sample screenshots featuring hotspot interactions and video 
overlays. 

  

                                                           
11  https://www.oculus.com/rift  

12  https://www.oculus.com/go/  

https://s3.eu-central-1.amazonaws.com/hyper360/Hyper360_OMNIPLAY_v01_HTCVive_Jan2019.zip
https://www.oculus.com/rift
https://www.oculus.com/go/
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Figure 22 Examples of the Hyper360 WebPlayer in operation (HTML5/WebGL). 

While HTML5 technology clearly promises a viable alternative for cross-platform deployment and – perhaps 
more importantly – a distribution strategy free from App-download (as many viewers will opt out from 
downloading yet another player on their personal device), in its current state is not fully supported on all 
platforms. This is particularly true for TV sets often running proprietary or company backed platforms (see 
LG's WebOS or Apple's partial WebGL implementations). However, we expect that by the next reporting 
period the consortium will be in a position to deliver a full-fledged and truly cross-platform solution using 
these types of technologies. 

The WebPlayer demonstrator is available via the following link: 

http://109.232.32.250/backend/H360/use?processId=Unicatt1&resourceName=vid_2018_07_10_18_15_43_2018071

1093733_ott&config=controls 

  

http://109.232.32.250/backend/H360/use?processId=Unicatt1&resourceName=vid_2018_07_10_18_15_43_20180711093733_ott&config=controls
http://109.232.32.250/backend/H360/use?processId=Unicatt1&resourceName=vid_2018_07_10_18_15_43_20180711093733_ott&config=controls
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2.6 SMART TV PLATFORMS (HBB TV AND BEYOND) 

The 360° video is getting more and more popular and commercially relevant, the experience should be 

possible on all kinds of screens, including the TV screen. However, 360° video material in high (24K and more 

to achieve a UHD field of view) resolution requires very high bitrate (> 200 – 300 Mbit/s) and high processing 

load for the view projection and rendering. A Cloud-based 360° Video Playout approach allows the 

experience of 360° videos on TV screens as well as on any other low capability devices by performing the 

rendering of the individual field of view at the server-side in a cloud-based infrastructure. Only the selected 

high-resolution view is then streamed to the playback device, which reduces the bitrate dramatically. The 

viewer can interact with dynamically inserted interactive objects, which enrich the video experience further. 

The solution for example also allows advertisers to dynamically include personalized advertisements (ad-

insertion). 

This approach enables the playback of 360° videos on a wide range of client devices especially HbbTV-enabled 

terminals for seamless integration with broadcast and broadband TV services. It also addresses low 

performance devices like Set-Top-Boxes and Streaming devices like FireTV and Chromecast that do not have 

the capability to process 360° videos locally.  

As HbbTV is a major distribution platform for the Hyper Consortium partners in Italy and Germany, as well as 

many potential future users of our technology, the cloud-based rendering approach will be considered for 

this class of devices. HbbTV is an evolving standard with later adaptations allowing additional features, such 

as playing multiple overlaid videos, critical for Hyper360 implementation. TV set controls also require a 

different user interface leading to a button-based, first prototype implementation as shown in Figure 23 

below.  The player was successfully demonstrated during the First Review meeting in Milan (Jan 16, 2019) 

with content from RBB's original studio tour. 

 
 

 

Figure 23 Examples of the Hyper360 HbbTV player in operation. 

Smart TV technologies and Set-Top-Boxes come in many shapes and sizes therefore future broadcasters need 

to consider additional TV platforms and streaming services to reach as broad an audience as possible for their 

advertisers. As an example, Apple has already developed a smart TV solution, called AppleTV capable of 

playing 4K videos back in 2017. While it has been around for a few years, in 2019 the company decided to 

push it to mainstream with a 1 billion USD investment in original programming13. It is expected, that 

following the successful business model of their music streaming services, they will become key players in 

this domain as well.  To further this effort a sixth-generation model of the AppleTV device which is expected 

                                                           
13  https://www.cnet.com/news/every-apple-tv-show-series-announced-streaming-service-app/  

https://www.cnet.com/news/every-apple-tv-show-series-announced-streaming-service-app/
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now to appear in 2019 alongside14. In order to demonstrate Hyper360 compatibility with these devices, we 

developed a simple test player to show 360 videos controlled from an AppleTV remote shown in this video 

https://s3.eu-central-1.amazonaws.com/hyper360/D5.2_Hyper360_TVPlayer_Test_Dec2018.mp4 and demonstrated 

in Figure 24 below. [Note: As seen in the video the device is far more responsive, actually too fast in 

comparison with than traditional Set-top-box experience, allowing Viewers to look around very quickly] 

This demo is developed using the iOS Player code base described in detail above, and adapted to AppleTV 

interfaces as a proof of concept. We expect to re-develop it under Unity3D code base if required by our End-

Users for the next release of the player suite in the project. [Note: In the test, we used publicly available 4K 

test footage from DRK's PanoCAST brand via YouTube http://www.panocast.com ] 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 24 Hyper360 Smart TV set-top-box interface running on an AppleTV 4K device (see video 

for more detail). 

4. CONCLUSION & FUTURE PLANS 

In this deliverable, we have summarized the challenges and achievements towards delivering a unified 
delivery architecture that works on multiple platforms.  

During this reporting period, we have developed and tested a number of different solutions to address this 
problem in preparation for a full-scale integration as the next step 

The Hyper360 cross-platform player development is well on track as demonstrated in Table 3, which 
summarizes the KPIs set for this part of the projects.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Table 3 Status of Key Performance Indicators (KPIs) set for this part of the project. 

                                                           
14  https://www.macworld.co.uk/news/apple/new-apple-tv-3663891/  

https://s3.eu-central-1.amazonaws.com/hyper360/D5.2_Hyper360_TVPlayer_Test_Dec2018.mp4
http://www.panocast.com/
https://www.macworld.co.uk/news/apple/new-apple-tv-3663891/
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Further development will primarily focus on the 3D Mentor and integration with the Recommendation 
Engine, as well as further modules for 3D audio, a full-scale unified web-player, deployment on additional VR 
platforms and seamless integration with OmniCloud services via the already defined Rest-APIs.  

Finally it is worth noticing that the mechanism behind the delivery of personalised content as per the 

developments of WP4, introduced and described in deliverable D4.1 “Preliminary Media Graphs, Profiling 

and Recommendation Engine” [ref. to section 5], will be elaborated in the next iteration of this document, 

namely D5.4 “Complete set of Hyper360 Apps, and delivery mechanism". 
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5. APPENDIX – APPLE PLIST (VERSION 1.0) 

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?> 

<!DOCTYPE plist PUBLIC "-//Apple//DTD PLIST 1.0//EN" "http://www.apple.com/DTDs/PropertyList-1.0.dtd"> 

<plist version="1.0"> 

<dict> 

 <key>Feeds</key> 

 <array> 

  <!--  RBB - STUDIO TOUR --> 

 

  <!--  TRACK #0 -->   

  <dict> 

   <key>Title</key> 

   <string>*** RBB STUDIO TOUR</string> 

   <key>Description</key> 

   <string>Interactive Demo</string>    

   <key>Thumbnail</key> 

   <string>Hyper360.png</string> 

   <key>Audio</key> 

   <string></string> 

   <key>AudioSeparated</key> 

   <false/> 

   <key>Url</key> 

   <string>Hyper360.m3u8</string> 

   <key>Video</key> 

   <string>Hyper360.mp4</string> 

   <key>VideoLength</key> 

   <string>1</string> 

   <key>AutoDownload</key> 

   <false/> 

   <key>followedBy</key> 

   <string>loop</string> 

   <key>fps</key> 

   <string>25</string> 

    

   <key>Frame</key> 

   <string>Hyper360_Empty.png</string> 

    

   <key>AspectRatio</key> 

   <string>0.55</string> 

 

   <key>Content</key> 

   <string></string> 

 

   <key>FOV</key> 

   <integer>93</integer> 

   <key>Header</key> 

   <string>HYPER360</string> 

   <key>Mode</key> 

   <string>1Cam</string> 

   <key>OffsetX</key> 

   <string>0</string> 

   <key>OffsetY</key> 

   <string>0</string> 

 

   <key>followedBy</key> 

   <string>loop</string> 

  </dict> 

   

  <!--  TRACK #1 --> 

  <dict> 

   <key>Title</key> 

   <string>RBB STUDIOS / EICHEN PLATZ</string> 

   <key>Description</key> 

   <string>Scene1</string>    

   <key>Thumbnail</key> 

   <string>RBB_Scene1.png</string> 

   <key>Audio</key> 

   <string>RBB_Scene1.mp3</string> 

   <key>AudioSeparated</key> 

   <true/> 

   <key>AutoDownload</key> 

   <false/> 

    

   <key>Content</key> 

   <string>Eichenplatz_en</string> 

    

   <key>FOV</key> 

   <integer>93</integer>  

    

   <key>Frame</key> 

   <string>Hyper360_RBB_Map.png</string> 

   <key>Header</key> 

   <string>HYPER360 / DEMONSTRATION</string> 

    

   <key>Mode</key> 

   <string>1Spherical</string> 
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   <key>Url4K</key> 

   <string>RBB_Scene1.m3u8</string> 

   <key>Video4K</key> 

   <string>RBB_Scene1.mp4</string> <!-- IMPORTANT: If you change the file name here, make sure the m3u8 file is also modified --> 

 

   <key>VideoLength</key> 

   <string>3</string>    

   <key>fps</key> 

   <string>30.0</string> 

    

   <key>Overlays</key> 

   <array> 

    <dict> 

     <key>title</key> 

     <string>POC</string> 

     <key>frame</key> 

     <string>110:590:60:30</string> 

     <key>command</key> 

     <string>1</string> 

    </dict> 

     

    <dict> 

     <key>title</key> 

     <string>Radio</string> 

     <key>frame</key> 

     <string>40:600:60:30</string> 

     <key>command</key> 

     <string>2</string> 

    </dict> 

 

    <dict> 

     <key>title</key> 

     <string>ZIBB</string> 

     <key>frame</key> 

     <string>120:630:60:30</string> 

     <key>command</key> 

     <string>3</string> 

    </dict>  

     

    <dict> 

     <key>title</key> 

     <string>Fritz</string> 

     <key>frame</key> 

     <string>40:650:60:30</string> 

     <key>command</key> 

     <string>4</string> 

    </dict> 

     

   </array> 

 

   <key>followedBy</key> 

   <string>Loop</string> 

  </dict> 

   

  <!--  TRACK #2 -->   

  <dict> 

   <key>Title</key> 

   <string>RBB STUDIOS / RADIOHAUS</string> 

   <key>Description</key> 

   <string>Scene2</string>    

   <key>Thumbnail</key> 

   <string>RBB_Scene2.png</string> 

   <key>Audio</key> 

   <string>RBB_Scene1.mp3</string> 

   <key>AudioSeparated</key> 

   <true/> 

   <key>AutoDownload</key> 

   <false/> 

    

   <key>Content</key> 

   <string>Radiohaus_en</string> 

    

   <key>FOV</key> 

   <integer>93</integer>    

   <key>Frame</key> 

   <string>Hyper360_RBB_Map.png</string> 

   <key>Header</key> 

   <string>HYPER360 / DEMONSTRATION</string> 

   <key>Mode</key> 

   <string>1Spherical</string> 

   <key>Url4K</key> 

   <string>RBB_Scene2.m3u8</string> 

   <key>Video4K</key> 

   <string>RBB_Scene2.mp4</string> 

   <key>VideoLength</key> 

   <string>3</string>    

   <key>fps</key> 

   <string>30.0</string> 

    

   <key>Overlays</key> 
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   <array> 

    <dict> 

     <key>title</key> 

     <string>POC</string> 

     <key>frame</key> 

     <string>110:590:60:30</string> 

     <key>command</key> 

     <string>1</string> 

    </dict> 

     

    <dict> 

     <key>title</key> 

     <string>Radio</string> 

     <key>frame</key> 

     <string>40:600:60:30</string> 

     <key>command</key> 

     <string>2</string> 

    </dict> 

 

    <dict> 

     <key>title</key> 

     <string>ZIBB</string> 

     <key>frame</key> 

     <string>120:630:60:30</string> 

     <key>command</key> 

     <string>3</string> 

    </dict>  

     

    <dict> 

     <key>title</key> 

     <string>Fritz</string> 

     <key>frame</key> 

     <string>40:650:60:30</string> 

     <key>command</key> 

     <string>4</string> 

    </dict> 

     

   </array> 

 

 

   <key>followedBy</key> 

   <string>Loop</string> 

  </dict>   

   

  <!--  TRACK #3 -->   

  <dict> 

   <key>Title</key> 

   <string>RBB STUDIOS / ZIBB </string> 

   <key>Description</key> 

   <string>Scene3</string>    

   <key>Thumbnail</key> 

   <string>RBB_Scene3.png</string> 

   <key>Audio</key> 

   <string>RBB_Scene1.mp3</string> 

   <key>AudioSeparated</key> 

   <true/> 

   <key>AutoDownload</key> 

   <false/> 

    

   <key>Content</key> 

   <string>ZIBBStudio_en</string> 

    

   <key>FOV</key> 

   <integer>93</integer> 

    

   <key>Frame</key> 

   <string>Hyper360_RBB_Map.png</string> 

   <key>Header</key> 

   <string>HYPER360 / DEMONSTRATION</string> 

   <key>Mode</key> 

   <string>1Spherical</string> 

   <key>Url4K</key> 

   <string>RBB_Scene3.m3u8</string> 

   <key>Video4K</key> 

   <string>RBB_Scene3.mp4</string> 

   <key>VideoLength</key> 

   <string>3</string>    

   <key>fps</key> 

   <string>30.0</string> 

    

   <key>Overlays</key> 

   <array> 

    <dict> 

     <key>title</key> 

     <string>POC</string> 

     <key>frame</key> 

     <string>110:590:60:30</string> 

     <key>command</key> 

     <string>1</string> 

    </dict> 
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    <dict> 

     <key>title</key> 

     <string>Radio</string> 

     <key>frame</key> 

     <string>40:600:60:30</string> 

     <key>command</key> 

     <string>2</string> 

    </dict> 

 

    <dict> 

     <key>title</key> 

     <string>ZIBB</string> 

     <key>frame</key> 

     <string>120:630:60:30</string> 

     <key>command</key> 

     <string>3</string> 

    </dict>  

     

    <dict> 

     <key>title</key> 

     <string>Fritz</string> 

     <key>frame</key> 

     <string>40:650:60:30</string> 

     <key>command</key> 

     <string>4</string> 

    </dict> 

     

   </array> 

 

   <key>followedBy</key> 

   <string>Loop</string> 

  </dict>    

   

  <!--  TRACK #4 --> 

  <dict> 

   <key>Title</key> 

   <string>RBB STUDIOS / FRITZ </string> 

   <key>Description</key> 

   <string>Scene4</string>    

   <key>Thumbnail</key> 

   <string>RBB_Scene4.png</string> 

   <key>Audio</key> 

   <string>RBB_Scene1.mp3</string> 

   <key>AudioSeparated</key> 

   <true/> 

   <key>AutoDownload</key> 

   <false/> 

    

   <key>Content</key> 

   <string>FritzStudio_en</string> 

    

   <key>FOV</key> 

   <integer>93</integer>    

   <key>Frame</key> 

   <string>Hyper360_RBB_Map.png</string> 

   <key>Header</key> 

   <string>HYPER360 / DEMONSTRATION</string> 

   <key>Mode</key> 

   <string>1Spherical</string> 

   <key>Url4K</key> 

   <string>RBB_Scene4.m3u8</string> 

   <key>Video4K</key> 

   <string>RBB_Scene4.mp4</string> 

   <key>VideoLength</key> 

   <string>3</string>    

   <key>fps</key> 

   <string>30.0</string> 

    

   <key>Overlays</key> 

   <array> 

    <dict> 

     <key>title</key> 

     <string>POC</string> 

     <key>frame</key> 

     <string>110:590:60:30</string> 

     <key>command</key> 

     <string>1</string> 

    </dict> 

     

    <dict> 

     <key>title</key> 

     <string>Radio</string> 

     <key>frame</key> 

     <string>40:600:60:30</string> 

     <key>command</key> 

     <string>2</string> 

    </dict> 

 

    <dict> 
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     <key>title</key> 

     <string>ZIBB</string> 

     <key>frame</key> 

     <string>120:630:60:30</string> 

     <key>command</key> 

     <string>3</string> 

    </dict>  

     

    <dict> 

     <key>title</key> 

     <string>Fritz</string> 

     <key>frame</key> 

     <string>40:650:60:30</string> 

     <key>command</key> 

     <string>4</string> 

    </dict> 

     

   </array> 

 

 

   <key>followedBy</key> 

   <string>Loop</string> 

  </dict> 

   

  <!--  TRACK #5 --> 

  <dict> 

   <key>Title</key> 

   <string>RBB STUDIOS / FRITZ with AUDIO1 </string> 

   <key>Description</key> 

   <string>Scene4_Audio1</string>    

   <key>Thumbnail</key> 

   <string>RBB_Scene4.png</string> 

   <key>Audio</key> 

   <string>RBB_Scene4_Arschkoeppe.mp3</string> 

   <key>AudioSeparated</key> 

   <true/> 

   <key>AutoDownload</key> 

   <false/> 

    

   <key>Content</key> 

   <string>FritzStudio_en</string> 

    

   <key>FOV</key> 

   <integer>93</integer>    

   <key>Frame</key> 

   <string>Hyper360_RBB_Map.png</string> 

   <key>Header</key> 

   <string>HYPER360 / DEMONSTRATION</string> 

   <key>Mode</key> 

   <string>1Spherical</string> 

   <key>Url4K</key> 

   <string>RBB_Scene4.m3u8</string> 

   <key>Video4K</key> 

   <string>RBB_Scene4.mp4</string> 

   <key>VideoLength</key> 

   <string>3</string>    

   <key>fps</key> 

   <string>30.0</string> 

    

   <key>Overlays</key> 

   <array> 

    <dict> 

     <key>title</key> 

     <string>POC</string> 

     <key>frame</key> 

     <string>110:590:60:30</string> 

     <key>command</key> 

     <string>1</string> 

    </dict> 

     

    <dict> 

     <key>title</key> 

     <string>Radio</string> 

     <key>frame</key> 

     <string>40:600:60:30</string> 

     <key>command</key> 

     <string>2</string> 

    </dict> 

 

    <dict> 

     <key>title</key> 

     <string>ZIBB</string> 

     <key>frame</key> 

     <string>120:630:60:30</string> 

     <key>command</key> 

     <string>3</string> 

    </dict>  

     

    <dict> 

     <key>title</key> 
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     <string>Fritz</string> 

     <key>frame</key> 

     <string>40:650:60:30</string> 

     <key>command</key> 

     <string>4</string> 

    </dict> 

     

   </array> 

 

 

   <key>followedBy</key> 

   <string>Loop</string> 

  </dict> 

   

  <!--  TRACK #6 --> 

  <dict> 

   <key>Title</key> 

   <string>RBB STUDIOS / FRITZ with AUDIO2 </string> 

   <key>Description</key> 

   <string>Scene4_Audio2</string>    

   <key>Thumbnail</key> 

   <string>R 

BB_Scene4.png</string> 

   <key>Audio</key> 

   <string>RBB_Scene4_Elternbesuch.mp3</string> 

   <key>AudioSeparated</key> 

   <true/> 

   <key>AutoDownload</key> 

   <false/> 

    

   <key>Content</key> 

   <string>FritzStudio_en</string> 

    

   <key>FOV</key> 

   <integer>93</integer>    

   <key>Frame</key> 

   <string>Hyper360_RBB_Map.png</string> 

   <key>Header</key> 

   <string>HYPER360 / DEMONSTRATION</string> 

   <key>Mode</key> 

   <string>1Spherical</string> 

   <key>Url4K</key> 

   <string>RBB_Scene4.m3u8</string> 

   <key>Video4K</key> 

   <string>RBB_Scene4.mp4</string> 

   <key>VideoLength</key> 

   <string>3</string>    

   <key>fps</key> 

   <string>30.0</string> 

    

   <key>Overlays</key> 

   <array> 

    <dict> 

     <key>title</key> 

     <string>POC</string> 

     <key>frame</key> 

     <string>110:590:60:30</string> 

     <key>command</key> 

     <string>1</string> 

    </dict> 

     

    <dict> 

     <key>title</key> 

     <string>Radio</string> 

     <key>frame</key> 

     <string>40:600:60:30</string> 

     <key>command</key> 

     <string>2</string> 

    </dict> 

 

    <dict> 

     <key>title</key> 

     <string>ZIBB</string> 

     <key>frame</key> 

     <string>120:630:60:30</string> 

     <key>command</key> 

     <string>3</string> 

    </dict>  

     

    <dict> 

     <key>title</key> 

     <string>Fritz</string> 

     <key>frame</key> 

     <string>40:650:60:30</string> 

     <key>command</key> 

     <string>4</string> 

    </dict> 

     

   </array> 
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   <key>followedBy</key> 

   <string>Loop</string> 

  </dict> 

   

  <!--  TRACK #7 -->   

  <dict> 

   <key>Title</key> 

   <string>LEONIDEN</string> 

   <key>Description</key> 

   <string>Live Concert / 360 Video</string>    

   <key>Thumbnail</key> 

   <string>RBB_Leoniden.png</string> 

   <key>AutoDownload</key> 

   <false/> 

   <key>Audio</key> 

   <string></string> 

   <key>AudioSeparated</key> 

   <false/> 

    

   <key>Content</key> 

   <string></string> 

    

   <key>FOV</key> 

   <integer>93</integer> 

   <key>AutoDownload</key> 

   <false/>    

   <key>Frame</key> 

   <string>Hyper360_Empty.png</string> 

   <key>Header</key> 

   <string>HYPER360 / DEMONSTRATION</string> 

   <key>Mode</key> 

   <string>1Spherical</string> 

   <key>Url4K</key> 

   <string>RBB_Leoniden.m3u8</string> 

   <key>Video4K</key> 

   <string>RBB_Leoniden.mp4</string> 

   <key>VideoLength</key> 

   <string>3</string>    

   <key>fps</key> 

   <string>30.0</string> 

    

   <key>followedBy</key> 

   <string>4</string> 

  </dict>  

   

  <!--  TRACK #8 -->   

  <dict> 

   <key>Title</key> 

   <string>MILLIARDEN</string> 

   <key>Description</key> 

   <string>Live Concert / 360 Video</string>    

   <key>Thumbnail</key> 

   <string>RBB_Milliarden.png</string> 

   <key>Audio</key> 

   <string></string> 

   <key>AudioSeparated</key> 

   <false/> 

    

   <key>Content</key> 

   <string></string> 

    

   <key>FOV</key> 

   <integer>93</integer> 

   <key>AutoDownload</key> 

   <false/>    

   <key>Frame</key> 

   <string>Hyper360_Empty.png</string> 

   <key>Header</key> 

   <string>HYPER360 / DEMONSTRATION</string> 

   <key>Mode</key> 

   <string>1Spherical</string> 

   <key>Url4K</key> 

   <string>RBB_Milliarden.m3u8</string> 

   <key>Video4K</key> 

   <string>RBB_Milliarden.mp4</string> 

   <key>VideoLength</key> 

   <string>3</string>    

   <key>fps</key> 

   <string>30.0</string> 

    

   <key>followedBy</key> 

   <string>4</string> 

  </dict>  

   

  <!--  TRACK #9 -->   

  <dict> 

   <key>Title</key> 

   <string>RBB ZIBB / PLASTIC</string> 

   <key>Description</key> 
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   <string>Flat Video</string>    

   <key>Thumbnail</key> 

   <string>RBB_ZIBB_Plastic.png</string> 

   <key>Audio</key> 

   <string></string> 

   <key>AudioSeparated</key> 

   <false/> 

   <key>Url</key> 

   <string>RBB_ZIBB_Plastic.m3u8</string> 

   <key>Video</key> 

   <string>RBB_ZIBB_Plastic.mp4</string> 

   <key>VideoLength</key> 

   <string>1</string> 

   <key>AutoDownload</key> 

   <false/> 

   <key>followedBy</key> 

   <string>1</string> 

   <key>fps</key> 

   <string>25</string> 

    

   <key>Frame</key> 

   <string>Hyper360_Empty.png</string> 

    

   <key>AspectRatio</key> 

   <string>0.55</string> 

 

   <key>Content</key> 

   <string></string> 

 

   <key>FOV</key> 

   <integer>93</integer> 

   <key>Header</key> 

   <string>HYPER360 / ZIBB OKASTIC FLAT VIDEO</string> 

   <key>Mode</key> 

   <string>1Cam</string> 

   <key>OffsetX</key> 

   <string>0</string> 

   <key>OffsetY</key> 

   <string>0</string> 

 

   <key>followedBy</key> 

   <string>3</string> 

  </dict>  

 

  <!--  TRACK #10 -->   

  <dict> 

   <key>Title</key> 

   <string>RBB ZIBB / QUARK</string> 

   <key>Description</key> 

   <string>Flat Video</string>    

   <key>Thumbnail</key> 

   <string>RBB_ZIBB_Quark.png</string> 

   <key>Audio</key> 

   <string></string> 

   <key>AudioSeparated</key> 

   <false/> 

   <key>Url</key> 

   <string>RBB_ZIBB_Quark.m3u8</string> 

   <key>Video</key> 

   <string>RBB_ZIBB_Quark.mp4</string> 

   <key>VideoLength</key> 

   <string>1</string> 

   <key>AutoDownload</key> 

   <false/> 

   <key>followedBy</key> 

   <string>1</string> 

   <key>fps</key> 

   <string>25</string> 

    

   <key>Frame</key> 

   <string>Hyper360_Empty.png</string> 

    

   <key>AspectRatio</key> 

   <string>0.55</string> 

 

   <key>Content</key> 

   <string></string> 

 

   <key>FOV</key> 

   <integer>93</integer> 

   <key>Header</key> 

   <string>HYPER360 / ZIBB QUARK FLAT VIDEO</string> 

   <key>Mode</key> 

   <string>1Cam</string> 

   <key>OffsetX</key> 

   <string>0</string> 

   <key>OffsetY</key> 

   <string>0</string> 

 

   <key>followedBy</key> 
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   <string>3</string> 

  </dict>   

   

  <!--  TRACK #11 -->   

  <dict> 

   <key>Title</key> 

   <string>*** MEDIASET Uni. Catholica</string> 

   <key>Description</key> 

   <string>Interactive Demo</string>    

   <key>Thumbnail</key> 

   <string>Hyper360.png</string> 

   <key>Audio</key> 

   <string></string> 

   <key>AudioSeparated</key> 

   <false/> 

   <key>Url</key> 

   <string>Hyper360.m3u8</string> 

   <key>Video</key> 

   <string>Hyper360.mp4</string> 

   <key>VideoLength</key> 

   <string>1</string> 

   <key>AutoDownload</key> 

   <false/> 

   <key>followedBy</key> 

   <string>loop</string> 

   <key>fps</key> 

   <string>25</string> 

    

   <key>Frame</key> 

   <string>Hyper360_Empty.png</string> 

    

   <key>AspectRatio</key> 

   <string>0.55</string> 

 

   <key>Content</key> 

   <string></string> 

 

   <key>FOV</key> 

   <integer>93</integer> 

   <key>Header</key> 

   <string>HYPER360</string> 

   <key>Mode</key> 

   <string>1Cam</string> 

   <key>OffsetX</key> 

   <string>0</string> 

   <key>OffsetY</key> 

   <string>0</string> 

 

   <key>followedBy</key> 

   <string>loop</string> 

  </dict> 

   

    

  <!--  TRACK #12 -->  

  <dict> 

 

   <key>Title</key> 

   <string>MEDIASET / U.CATHOLICA #1</string> 

   <key>Description</key> 

   <string>Scene1</string>    

   <key>Thumbnail</key> 

   <string>MEDIASET_Scene1.png</string> 

   <key>Audio</key> 

   <string>RBB_Scene1.mp3</string> 

   <key>AudioSeparated</key> 

   <true/> 

   <key>AutoDownload</key> 

   <false/> 

    

   <key>Content</key> 

   <string>UniCatholica1_en</string> 

 

   <key>FOV</key> 

   <integer>93</integer>    

   <key>Frame</key> 

   <string>Hyper360_empty.png</string> 

   <key>Header</key> 

   <string>HYPER360 / DEMONSTRATION</string> 

   <key>Mode</key> 

   <string>1Spherical</string> 

   <key>Url4K</key> 

   <string>MEDIASET_Scene1.m3u8</string> 

   <key>Video4K</key> 

   <string>MEDIASET_Scene1.mp4</string> 

   <key>VideoLength</key> 

   <string>3</string>    

   <key>fps</key> 

   <string>30.0</string> 

 

   <key>followedBy</key> 
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   <string>Loop</string> 

  </dict> 

   

  <!--  TRACK #13 --> 

  <dict> 

   <key>Title</key> 

   <string>MEDIASET / U.CATHOLICA #2</string> 

   <key>Description</key> 

   <string>Scene2</string>    

   <key>Thumbnail</key> 

   <string>MEDIASET_Scene2.png</string> 

   <key>Audio</key> 

   <string>RBB_Scene1.mp3</string> 

   <key>AudioSeparated</key> 

   <true/> 

   <key>AutoDownload</key> 

   <false/> 

    

   <key>Content</key> 

   <string>UniCatholica2_en</string> 

 

   <key>FOV</key> 

   <integer>93</integer>    

   <key>Frame</key> 

   <string>Hyper360_empty.png</string> 

   <key>Header</key> 

   <string>HYPER360 / DEMONSTRATION</string> 

   <key>Mode</key> 

   <string>1Spherical</string> 

   <key>Url4K</key> 

   <string>MEDIASET_Scene2.m3u8</string> 

   <key>Video4K</key> 

   <string>MEDIASET_Scene2.mp4</string> 

   <key>VideoLength</key> 

   <string>3</string>    

   <key>fps</key> 

   <string>30.0</string> 

    

 

   <key>followedBy</key> 

   <string>Loop</string> 

  </dict> 

   

  <!--  TRACK #14 --> 

  <dict> 

   <key>Title</key> 

   <string>MEDIASET / U.CATHOLICA #3</string> 

   <key>Description</key> 

   <string>Scene3</string>    

   <key>Thumbnail</key> 

   <string>MEDIASET_Scene3.png</string> 

   <key>Audio</key> 

   <string>RBB_Scene1.mp3</string> 

   <key>AudioSeparated</key> 

   <true/> 

   <key>AutoDownload</key> 

   <false/> 

    

   <key>Content</key> 

   <string>UniCatholica3_en</string> 

 

   <key>FOV</key> 

   <integer>93</integer>    

   <key>Frame</key> 

   <string>Hyper360_empty.png</string> 

   <key>Header</key> 

   <string>HYPER360 / DEMONSTRATION</string> 

   <key>Mode</key> 

   <string>1Spherical</string> 

   <key>Url4K</key> 

   <string>MEDIASET_Scene3.m3u8</string> 

   <key>Video4K</key> 

   <string>MEDIASET_Scene3.mp4</string> 

   <key>VideoLength</key> 

   <string>3</string>    

   <key>fps</key> 

   <string>30.0</string> 

    

   <key>followedBy</key> 

   <string>Loop</string> 

  </dict> 

 

  <!--  TRACK #15 -->   

  <dict> 

   <key>Title</key> 

   <string>MEDIASET / U.CATHOLICA #4</string> 

   <key>Description</key> 

   <string>Scene1</string>    

   <key>Thumbnail</key> 

   <string>MEDIASET_Scene4.png</string> 
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   <key>Audio</key> 

   <string>RBB_Scene1.mp3</string> 

   <key>AudioSeparated</key> 

   <true/> 

   <key>AutoDownload</key> 

   <false/> 

    

   <key>Content</key> 

   <string>UniCatholica4_en</string> 

 

   <key>FOV</key> 

   <integer>93</integer>    

   <key>Frame</key> 

   <string>Hyper360_empty.png</string> 

   <key>Header</key> 

   <string>HYPER360 / DEMONSTRATION</string> 

   <key>Mode</key> 

   <string>1Spherical</string> 

   <key>Url4K</key> 

   <string>MEDIASET_Scene4.m3u8</string> 

   <key>Video4K</key> 

   <string>MEDIASET_Scene4.mp4</string> 

   <key>VideoLength</key> 

   <string>3</string>    

   <key>fps</key> 

   <string>30.0</string>    

 

   <key>followedBy</key> 

   <string>Loop</string> 

  </dict> 

 

  <!--  TRACK #16 -->   

  <dict> 

   <key>Title</key> 

   <string>MEDIASET / U.CATHOLICA #5</string> 

   <key>Description</key> 

   <string>Scene1</string>    

   <key>Thumbnail</key> 

   <string>MEDIASET_Scene5.png</string> 

   <key>Audio</key> 

   <string>RBB_Scene1.mp3</string> 

   <key>AudioSeparated</key> 

   <true/> 

   <key>AutoDownload</key> 

   <false/> 

    

   <key>Content</key> 

   <string>UniCatholica5_en</string> 

 

   <key>FOV</key> 

   <integer>93</integer>    

   <key>Frame</key> 

   <string>Hyper360_empty.png</string> 

   <key>Header</key> 

   <string>HYPER360 / DEMONSTRATION</string> 

   <key>Mode</key> 

   <string>1Spherical</string> 

   <key>Url4K</key> 

   <string>MEDIASET_Scene5.m3u8</string> 

   <key>Video4K</key> 

   <string>MEDIASET_Scene5.mp4</string> 

   <key>VideoLength</key> 

   <string>3</string>    

   <key>fps</key> 

   <string>30.0</string> 

    

 

   <key>followedBy</key> 

   <string>Loop</string> 

  </dict> 

  

 </array> 

  

 <!--  GENERAL SETUP --> 

 <key>Frame</key> 

 <string>Hyper360_Logos_Start.png</string> 

 <key>Logo</key> 

 <string>Hyper360_LogoWide.png</string> 

 <key>Publisher</key> 

 <string>Hyper360_Empty.png</string> 

</dict> 

</plist> 
 


